
 

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered
species over our dead bodies
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White Eagle Memorial Preserve, US. Credit: White Eagle Memorial Preserve
stewards

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave, according to a University of Queensland researcher.

The ARC Centre of Excellence for Environmental Decisions' Dr
Matthew Holden suggests revenue from human burials could fund nature
reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively amounting to dead
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humans protecting living creatures.

Dr Holden said conservation burials' would go a step further than natural
burials which already occur throughout Australia.

"Cemeteries could do more than prevent environmental damage caused
by traditional burials which use embalming chemicals such as
formaldehyde and non-biodegradable materials," Dr Holden said.

"They could improve the environment by offering conservation
burials— where the burial fees are used to help buy and manage new
land.

"The nature reserve could be placed in an area that specifically
maximises benefits for endangered wildlife, or also in cities to increase
the societal benefits of natural urban greenspace."

Dr Holden from School of Mathematics and Physics and School of Earth
and Environmental Sciences researcher Dr Eve McDonald-Madden
evaluated the biodiversity and human health benefits of conservation
burials.
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Gate entrance to White Eagle Memorial Preserve. Credit: Jodie Buller

"They could generate revenue that exceeds the amount of money needed
to save every threatened species on the planet," Dr Holden said.

"In the US alone, 2.7 million people die each year, with an estimated
funeral revenue of US$19 billion - far more than the estimated $3-$5
billion required to protect every threatened species listed by the
international Union for the Conservation of Nature.

"While not every threatened species can benefit directly from
conservation burials, the hypothetical revenue demonstrates substantial
potential for increased biodiversity."

Dr Holden said Halloween was the perfect time to urge the public and
government and non-government organisations to contemplate how
death could support future life on earth through conservation from the
grave.

"If conservation burials became as commonplace as similar types of
after-death charity, such as organ donation, the biodiversity benefits
would be enormous," he said.

US conservation burial cemeteries include Honey Creek Woodlands,
Georgia; Ramsey Creek Preserve, South Carolina; White Eagle
Memorial Preserve, Washington; Greensprings Natural Cemetery
Preserve, New York; Foxfield Preserve, Ohio; Glendale Memorial
Nature Preserve, Florida; and Prairie Creek Conservation Cemetery,
Florida.

The research is published in Conservation Letters (DOI:
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  More information: Matthew H. Holden et al, Conservation from the
Grave: Human Burials to Fund the Conservation of Threatened Species, 
Conservation Letters (2017). DOI: 10.1111/conl.12421
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